HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT

JSS1-JSS3
MUSIC
Answer all questions in your work book lessons 2 and 3

YORUBA LANGUAGE
1. KÓ onka ede Yoruba lati 1 – 100
2. Ko awon onka wonyii sile ni ede yoruba lati 1 -100

CREATIVE ART
Draw and name ten (10) art materials
1. Draw and name three (3) art tools
2. Write short notes on the following:
   I. Paleolithic Period
   II. Mesolithic Period
   III. Neolithic Period
   IV. Bronze Period
   V. Iron Period

BUSINESS STUDIES
Answer Questions in Fundamental Business Studies work book for JSS1 by Sola Akinyemi (i)
Page 10-17)

CIVIC EDUCATION
Pg 11-23 of JSS1 Civic Education workbook

HOME ECONOMICS
Answer the following questions in your Home Economics workbook-
Page 1- questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
Page 4, questions 1, 2, 3 & 6
Page 8- questions 4, 5, 6, 8 & 9
Page 9- questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
Page 12- questions 2, 3, 4 & 5

BASIC TECHNOLOGY
1. Mention three properties of – (i) plastic (ii) rubber (iii) ceramic
2. Mention five products made from (i) plastic (ii) rubber (iii) ceramic
3. Make a road safety sign with cardboard paper

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
"The Rejected Child" by Tina Bogwu. Read Act One to Act Four and summarise in two pages

BASIC SCIENCE
Classic Basic Science workbook 1, chapter 3&4(page 9 – 17)
JSS 1 MATHEMATICS HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (20 Marks)

1. Simplify the following
   (a.) \( \frac{2^2}{3} - \frac{1^1}{5} + \frac{2^1}{2} \) (4 marks)
   (b.) \( \frac{4}{5} \div 2\frac{1}{5} \times (1\frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{3}) \) (6 marks)

2. Approximate 287.5438 to
   (a.) Three decimal places. (1 mark)
   (b.) Four significant figures. (1 mark)
   (c.) Whole number. (1 mark)
   (d.) Hundredth. (1 mark)
   (e.) One significant figure. (1 mark)

3. 1600 people attended a concert. If 80% of them are women and the rest are men. How many more women than men attended the concert? (5 marks)

JSS 1 COMPUTER STUDIES HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (20 Marks)

1. State the FULL MEANING of the following acronyms in Computer.
   (i) ICT (1 mark)
   (ii) IBM (1 mark)
   (iii) VLSI (1 mark)
   (iv) DVD (1 mark)
   (v) ATM (1 mark)
   (vi) LASER (1 mark)

2. (a.) State THREE ADVANTAGES of ICT to the society. (3 mark)

   (b.) State THREE DISADVANTAGES of ICT to the society. (3 mark)

3. With appropriate clarity, state the basic difference between the following terms.
   (a.) Audio-Visual Information and Non-electronic media. (4 mark)
   (b.) Visual Information and Electronic Media. (4 mark)

FRENCH (Répondez aux toutes questions)

1. La Nouvelle Aube (workbook) pour JSS1. L’unité 4 (Page 12-13)
2. Écrivez une redaction institulée moi-même

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social studies workbook for year 7
1. Chapter 5: Social Environment page 24-34
2. Chapter 9: Culture and Identity page 52-60
3. Narrate any festival in your community
4. Explain socialization

CRK

Define freedom and list 4 types of freedom you know
AGRIC SCIENCE
Agricultural workbook Page 18 – 29
Agricultural workbook Page 38 -40
P H E
1. What is tournament?
2. Mention and describe three types of tournaments

JSS2
CREATIVE ART
1. Draw neatly your fist in your sketchpad. (Make it bold)
2. Construct the word “DOREGOS” using the Gothic lettering.
3. Write brief notes on the following Art terms:
   i. Vanishing point
   ii. Horizon or eye-level
   iii. Perspective

HOME ECONOMICS
Make a home-made vim using egg shell and detergent.

MUSIC
1. Workbook: Lesson 13
2. Workbook: Lesson 17

SOCIAL STUDIES
Inscribe some educative warnings on a cardboard to warn against any bad action.
Then print out small hand size bills carrying the same message to distribute to students.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1. In not more than two pages, summarise *Vengeance of the Spirit* by Maxwell Onyekachi.
2. New Concept English Workbook, Unit 1

YORUBA
Ko onka Yoruba lati okoolerugba (220) de otaleerugba (260)

BUSINESS STUDIES
WORKBOOK CHAPTER 5 QUESTION 1 - 3 (THEORY)
WORKBOOK CHAPTER 5 QUESTION 1 - 20 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION)

CRK
Explain what Jesus taught concerning the attitude of Christian's towards earthly possession.

BASIC TECNOLOGY
1. What is a circle?
2. Mention and describe five parts of a circle.
3. Construct these angles. (i) $90^\circ$ (ii) $30^\circ$ (iii) $60^\circ$ (iv) $45^\circ$ (v) $15^\circ$

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
1. Agricultural science workbook Page 13 – 16
2. Agricultural science workbook Page 47 – 54

BASIC SCIENCE
1. In a tabular form, state five changes each in boys and girls at puberty.
2. State one function each of the following in human growth: (i) pituitary gland (ii) thyroid gland (iii) adrenal gland (iv) insulin.

PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION
1. Improvise a table tennis bat for practical demonstration.
2. Define the following
   I. Safety
   II. Safety education
   III Accident
3. What safety measures should be taken to prevent accident at home and at school?

COMPUTER
1. State ONE difference between:
   (a) Hexadecimal numbers and Binary numbers. (2 marks)
   (b) Denary and Duodecimal numbers. (2 marks)
   (c) Octal and Decimal numbers. (2 marks)
2. (a) Convert $1101101_{two}$ to base ten. (2 marks)
   (b) Convert $647_{ten}$ to octal. (2 marks)
   (c) Convert $CAD_{16}$ to denary. (2 marks)
3. Add the following numbers:
   (a.) $1234_{eight} + 5643_{eight}$ (3 marks)
   (b.) $ADE_{16} + EBA_{16}$ (3 marks)
   (c.) $11100010_{two} + 11000101_{two}$ (2 marks)

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics Workbook
Chapter 6, Pages 12-14;

CIVIC EDUCATION
Workbook- Answer the questions in Chapters 1, 2 and 3

FRENCH
La Nouvelle Aube 'Cahier D'exercice' Page 21, Exercice 1
BUSINESS STUDIES MID-TERM HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT
1. What is a Consumer Right?
2. State and Explain Five (5) ways of seeking redress.

CIVIC EDUCATION MID-TERM ASSIGNMENT
1. What is Negative Attitude?
2. List and explain six (6) examples of Negative Attitude.

BASIC SCIENCE
1a. What is a family trait? 2 marks
b. Give THREE (3) importance of family trait. 3 marks
c. A pure brown cat was cross-bred with a pure white cat. If the brown colour is dominant over the white colour, give:
i. the phenotype
ii. the genotype ratios of the second filial generation of the cross. 5 marks
2a. What is drug addiction? 2 marks
b. State THREE (3) effects of drug abuse. 3 marks
c. Explain THREE (3) ways drug abuse can be controlled. 3 marks
d. Mention TWO (2) agencies concerned with drug control in Nigeria. 2 marks
3a. What is ozone layer depletion? 2 marks
bi. Give TWO (2) effects of ozone layer depletion. 2 marks
bii. Give the location of the ozone layer. 1 mark
biii. Name ONE (1) compound that depletes the ozone layer. 1 mark
ci. What is desertification? 2 marks
cii. Mention TWO (2) ways of controlling desertification.

P.H.E ----- MID – TERM BREAK ASSIGNMENT
Trace physical education in the following ancient nations :
1 Greece
2 Sparta
3 Athens
4 Rome

BASIC TECHNOLOGY
1a. What are wood finishing
b. List 4 wood finishing
2a. Describe a building site
b. List 4 site clearing manual tools
c. List 4 mechanical equipment used for clearing site.
3a. Describe the following
   i. Foundation
   ii. Damp proof course
   iii. Excarration
   b. Draw and label an Anvil
   c. Mention 4 forging operations
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Narrate a story that will illustrate the saying “A stitch in time saves nine”

MATHEMATICS
Essential Mathematics Workbook 3
Page 1 Ex. 1.1;1-5, Ex. 1.2; 1-5, Page 27 Ex 11.1; 1-5, Ex 12;2;1-5

MUSIC
Answer all questions in
1. Workbook Lesson 5
2. Workbook Lesson 18

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
Exercise Two page 8-10 DE-INITIATIVE AGRICULTURE PRATICAL WORKBOOK 3

YORUBA
Awe Gbolohun
   i. Oriki Awe gbolohun
   ii. Daruko orisii awe gbolohun
   iii. Se apeere mejimeji labe okookan

FINE ART
Make a research on Durbar festival

C.R.K
Acts 18, 19, 20, 21
Quacoopome pg 94.
Describe Artemis of Ephesus, the goddess of fertility and explain Paul's encounter with the silversmiths

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Who is a Computer Professional?
State the primary responsibilities of the following
   a) System Analyst
   b) Database Administration
   c) Computer Management
   d) Network Administration

FRENCH
Cherchez les images des professionels de la sante et les maladies differentes puis collez-les dans vos cahiers.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Social Studies workbook for basic 9 (JSS 3) by Sola Akinyemi, Chapter eight and nine

HOME ECONOMICS
Scientific study of food
Tests and experiment on food nutrients – Carbohydrates, protein, fats and oil